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Abstract— Smart Voting System using UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India) is a new technique to do the election 

process. This technique uses Aadhar information to perform the election process. The system needs Aadhar identification 

card instead of Voter identification card. The software is created named as “Smart Voting System Software” to do the 

election process. The Software of SVS is installed in a system and the system will be connected with input & output devices 

such as Barcode reader, Finger print scanner. Barcode reader reads the Aadhar card information of a voter by reading a 

barcode present in Aadhar card and makes it as a login ID for the voter and a voter will asked for his/her thumb (finger) print 

for verify the voter. A thumb (finger) print of a voter is obtained by a finger print scanner device and the verification of 

Aadhar card identification number and finger print is verified over the Aadhar server. After verification, voter will be re-

directed to the candidate display page this page contains logo or the symbol of the candidate party, party name of the 

candidate, there the voters can select the candidate by clicking the candidate profile from the list of candidates of their own 

wish and the click made by the voters is considered as vote. The vote of a voter is registered in the database at the particular 

selected candidate’s section. Once the voters enrol his/her vote the login ID will be logged out and login ID gets disabled 

from the database. When the login ID is disabled, then the candidate cannot vote for the next time. This reduces the bogus 

voting process (i.e. same person voting more than once in an election). If the election is held on any particular region of India, 

then the Aadhar ID of the peoples of that particular region is alone added in the server. The people out of those regions cannot 

be vote in other regions. All citizens of India have Aadhar card but only the people who cross 18 years are allowed to vote, so 

in that particular region the people who cross 18 years, their Aadhar ID numbers are added to the database during election. 

These processes avoid bogus voting. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The  Election Commission of India is an autonomous,  constitutionally established federal authority responsible for 

administering all the electoral processes in the Republic of India. Under the supervision of the commission, free and fair 

elections have been held in India at regular intervals as per the principles enshrined in the Constitution. The Election 

Commission has the power of superintendence, direction and control of all elections to the  Parliament of India and the  state 

legislatures and of elections to the office of the  President of India and the  Vice-President of India. 

Elections are conducted according to the constitutional provisions, supplemented by laws made by Parliament. The 

major laws are Representation of the People Act, 1950, which mainly deals with the preparation and revision of electoral 

rolls, the Representation of the People Act, 1951 which deals, in detail, with all aspects of conduct of elections and post 

election disputes. The Supreme Court of India has held that where the enacted laws are silent or make insufficient provision 

to deal with a given situation in the conduct of elections, the Election Commission has the residuary powers under the 

Constitution to act in an appropriate manner. 

Originally the commission had only a single Chief Election Commissioner. Two additional Commissioners were 

appointed to the commission for the first time on 16 October 1989, but they had a very short tenure until 1 January 1990. The 

Election Commissioner Amendment Act, 1993 made the Election Commission a multi-member body. Later two additional 

Election Commissioners were appointed. The concept of a multi-member Commission has been in operation with decision-

making power by majority vote. 

Electoral process: Electoral Process in India starts with the declaration of dates by the election commission. 

Publishing of electoral rolls is a key process that happens before the elections and is vital for the conduct of elections in India. 

The Indian Constitution sets the eligibility of an individual for voting as any person who is a citizen of India and above 18 

years of age. It is the responsibility of the eligible voters to enrol their names. The model code of conduct comes in force from 

the day the dates are announced. 

The candidates are required to file the nomination papers following which the candidate list is published after 

scrutiny. 

No party is allowed to use the government resources for campaigning. No party is allowed to bribe the candidates before 

elections. The government cannot start a project during the election period. The campaigning ends at 6:00 pm of the second 

last day before the polling day. The 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Indian voting machines use a two-piece system with a balloting unit presenting the voter with a button (momentary switch) 

for each choice connected by a cable to an electronic ballot box. An Electronic Voting Machine consists of two Units – a 

Control Unit and a Balloting Unit – joined by a five-meter cable. The Control Unit is with the Presiding Officer or a Polling 
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Officer and the Balloting Unit is placed inside the voting compartment. Instead of issuing a ballot paper, the Polling Officer 

in-charge of the Control Unit will press the Ballot Button. This will enable the voter to cast his/her vote by pressing the blue 

button on the Balloting Unit against the candidate and symbol of his choice. 

 
Polling is held normally from 7:00 am to 5:00 pm, whereas it might be changed under special circumstances. The 

Collector of each district is in charge of polling. Government employees are employed as poll officers at the polling stations. 

An EVM can record a maximum of 3840 votes and can cater to a maximum of 64 candidates. There is provision for 

16 candidates in a single balloting unit and up to a maximum of 4 units can be connected in parallel. The conventional ballot 

paper/box method of polling is used if the number of candidates exceeds 64. It is not possible to vote more than once by 

pressing the button again and again. As soon as a particular button on the balloting unit is pressed, the vote is recorded for 

that particular candidate and the machine gets locked. Even if one presses that button further or any other button, no further 

vote will be recorded. This way the EVMs ensure the principle of "one person, one vote". 

The EVMs have been devised and designed by Election Commission in collaboration with two Public Sector 

undertakings viz., Bharat Electronics Ltd., Bangalore and Electronic Corporation of India Ltd., Hyderabad after a series of 

meetings, test-checking of the prototypes and extensive field trials. The EVMs are now manufactured by the above two 

undertakings. In fact, voting by EVMs is simpler compared to the conventional system, where one has to put the voting mark 

on or near the symbol of the candidate of his choice, fold it first vertically and then horizontally and thereafter put it into the 

ballot box. In EVMs, the voter has to simply press the blue button against the candidate and symbol of his choice and the vote 

is recorded. Rural and illiterate people had no difficulty in recording their votes and, in fact they have welcomed the use of 

EVMs. 

Electronic voting systems may use electronic ballot to store votes in  computer  memory. Systems which use them 

exclusively are called DRE voting systems. When electronic ballots are used there is no risk of exhausting the supply of 

ballots. Additionally, these electronic ballots remove the need for printing of paper ballots, a significant cost. When 

administering elections in which ballots are offered in multiple languages (in some areas of the United States, public elections 

are required by the National Voting Rights  Act of 1965), electronic ballots can be programmed to provide ballots in multiple 

languages for a single machine. The advantage with respect to ballots in different languages appears to be unique to electronic 

voting. 

In EVM system the election commission of India is facing a problem of “TOTALIZER UNIT” which cannot provide 

overall result of each party who are all participated in election. It makes time delay to provide election result. The counting of 

overall votes for a party is also noted by counting booth agents, after that the counting result from various booths is to be 

added together to their respective parties. 

In EVM method it is possible of error occurrence in counting the number of votes for a candidate from various 

booths control units. In this method the control unit do not electronically transmit their results back to the Election 

Commission even through a simple & unconditionally secure protocol for doing this exists. 

The EVM is mainly controlled by polling officer in-charge. The polling officer in-charge has the control over the 

control unit to allow the voter to vote by releasing a lock state of a balloting unit. If the polling officer in-charge fails to 

monitor his work there will be a chance for BOGUS voting. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In SMART VOTING SYSTEM USING UIDAI, it uses Aadhar that provide information from UIDAI (Unique Identification 

Authority of India). In India, every citizen has Aadhar card. Election Commission allows only the people who are all above 

18 years to participate in Election. A Log-In is created for every citizen of India who has eligible to vote. In Aadhar card the 

card consists of the details such as Name, Address, Date of Birth, Photo, Finger print & Eye Retina of the card holder. In 

Every Aadhar card it contains separate unique Aadhar card number in three different representations such as Numerical, BAR 

code and QR code. 

In SMART VOTING SYSTEM USING UIDAI, it provides software as an interface to perform below actions. The 

SMART VOTING SYSTEM USING UIDAI uses BAR/QR code which is present in Aadhar card as a voter Log-In and 

assign their finger print/eye retina as password of their respective Log-In ID. In this system a BAR/QR code reader is used to 

read the BAR/QR code from the Aadhar card and assign it as a voter’s Log-In ID. 
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Finger print/Eye Retina scanner is used to scan Finger print/ Eye Retina of the voter and it is assigned as the voter’s 

password. These user’s ID and password creation processes held by Aadhar. Log-In verification process is processed through 

Aadhar server. 

After the voter gets logged in, a touch screen system shows the candidates list that are all competing in election. The 

voter can select their candidates by touching on their symbol/name of the candidate based on the voter’s own wish. 

In this method a voter can use their Log-In only once to make vote, after once the Log-In ID gets disabled. In India 

the Election Commission conduct the election in several kinds such as, Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, and State legislative, 

Presidential and Vice-Presidential election. In each kind the voter’s are varied based on their category and living region so the 

voter’s are separated as their state region. During election the voter can only vote with-in the region where he can vote. 

The voter information towards the candidate is stored in to the database and counting of votes is also calculated for 

each candidates. In database there are separate sections are spited based on the number of candidates participated in election. 

The voter’s Aadhar ID number is stored under the section of their candidate. In every section the counting of Aadhar ID 

number (vote) is counted and the overall count of each section is displayed on the top of the candidate section. All the 

sectional counts are compared with each other to find the winning candidate in the election. It can directly send the overall 

result to the Election Commission of India. 

In SMART VOTING SYSTEM USING UIDAI, it provide the details about 

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

 
The voter information are to be collected here to provide the voter information about his/her vote towards the candidate at the 

time of election result provided by the election commission of India. The voter can login using the Aadhar number which is 

generated by Aadhar Organisation to each and every citizen of India. In this module the user can enrol their Aadhar number 

by using a barcode reader. A bar code reader reads the Aadhar number from the Aadhar card the voter who are all participated 

in election and also provide non-participated voters details to make them to be participate on upcoming elections. This system 

leads 100% vote credential, so this will make our nation as more democracy. and takes it as a user login ID. This ID is unique 

to every voter. The login ID is accredited by the election commission of India on basis of eligible criteria for a voter to vote in 

an election. 

To verify a voter an authentication process is performed in this module such as verifying a voter with their finger 

print. A finger print scanner is used to obtain a voter finger print and verify it with Aadhar database. After completion of 

verification process the voter can login successfully within the module if the finger print and login ID is matched else it will 

be re-directed to the previous state. The matching of voter login ID and voter finger print is re-directed to next module. 

In Our Software we provide a common device driver to configure both bar code reader and finger print scanner to 

make system communication with input/output devices. 

Fingerprint Identification, also known as 1: N (one-to-many matching) fingerprint matching, is the process of 

comparing a fingerprint against all the fingerprints in the database to see if a match is found. In fingerprint Identification the 

biometric software needs to search the entire biometric database 

The analysis of data is performed after the enrolling of votes by the voters and the result analysis is announced to the 

election commission of India over a network protocol. 
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B. LIST OF MODULES 

1. Registration  

2. Login  

3. Device Driver  

4. Verification  

C. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

1) Registration 

Entity Registration is a simple, flexible module for allowing and tracking user registration for events to be performed. The 

registration module is used to enrol the voter detailed information based on their eligibility criteria. It has been done by the 

administrator of the software who handles this to perform an election event. In this module the voters are verified by their age 

eligibility using their date of birth. 

The voter information are to be collected here to provide the voter information about his/her vote towards the 

candidate at the time of election result provided by the election commission of India. 

2) Login 

The voter can login using the Aadhar number which is generated by Aadhar Organisation to each and every citizen of India. 

In this module the user can enrol their Aadhar number by using a barcode reader. A bar code reader reads the Aadhar number 

from the Aadhar card and takes it as a user login ID. This ID is unique to every voter. The login ID is accredited by the 

election commission of India on basis of eligible criteria for a voter to vote in an election. 

To verify a voter an authentication process is performed in this module such as verifying a voter with their finger 

print. A finger print scanner is used to obtain a voter finger print and verify it with Aadhar database. After completion of 

verification process the voter can login successfully within the module if the finger print and login ID is matched else it will 

be re-directed to the previous state. The matching of voter login ID and voter finger print is re-directed to next module. 

3) Device Driver 

A drive driver is a program that controls a particular type of device that is attached to your computer. There are device drivers 

for printers, displays, CD-ROM readers, diskette drives, and so on. When you buy an operating system, many device drivers 

are built into the product. 

Today’s scanner applications need to do more than just handle barcode data. They need to support image capture, set 

parameters and upgrade firmware. The Scanner SDK for windows meets these needs and more. This ‘technology-agnostic’ 

toolkit is compatible with multiple programming languages, multiple development environments and multiple 

communications protocols. In Our Software we provide a common device driver to configure both bar code reader and finger 

print scanner to make system communication with input/output devices. 

4) Verification 

Fingerprint Verification, also known as 1:1 (one-to-one) fingerprint matching or Fingerprint Authentication, is the process of 

confirming that a user is who they claim to be. In fingerprint Verification a user usually provides some kind of identification, 

for example a user ID or username or a card before placing his finger on the fingerprint scanner. 

The fingerprint verification software takes the user ID and tries to match the new fingerprint with the fingerprints 

associated with this user ID. If a fingerprint match is found then the user is allowed access. In fingerprint verification, the 

biometric software needs to search through only the single record. 

Fingerprint Identification, also known as 1:N (one-to-many matching) fingerprint matching, is the process of 

comparing a fingerprint against all the fingerprints in the database to see if a match is found. In fingerprint Identification the 

biometric software needs to search the entire biometric database. 

D. Login Page 

 
Login page – the page contains the feilds such as Aadhar ID and Finger Print to ensure auhtentication process of voter to vote 

in election. 

Finger print is verified in the aadhar server for a Aadhar ID. If it matched the voter can login to the software module. 

The voter will transmit to the next page to select candidate and pooling his/her vote. 
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E. Candidate Display Page 

 
The candidate display page contains of no of candidate profile and party name of the candidate this will help the voter to 

choose the candidate for vote. 

F. Voter Status 

 
This page shows the voter status of pooling after the process of vote. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

A. WORK 

The last few years have brought a renewed focus on to the technology used in the voting process. The current voting system 

has many security issues and it is difficult to prove even simple security properties about them. A voting system that can be 

proven correct has many concerns. Some reasons for a government to use electronic systems are to increase voter 

convenience and to reduce the elections expenses. Still there is some scope of work in electronic voting system because there 

is no way of identification by the electronic voting system whether the user is authentic or not and securing electronic voting 

machine from miscreants. 

The proposed method can be helpful for finding the Pros and cons of current voting systems. A comparative study of 

these systems would definitely help in developing a new system that combines all the advantages and overcomes the 

drawbacks of the existing system. 

The theoretical ideas presented in this article have been applied to real-world ecological modelling problems. On the 

theoretical side, the analysis of the complexity of the present approach is rather informal. Much remains to be done in this 

regard, especially when comparing to the complexity of existing compositional modellers. For this comparison, additional 

work will be required to adapt the current translation procedure to suit existing compositional modelling problems. Most 

compositional modellers are of exponential complexity, however. As they employ problem-specific solution algorithms, little 

is known about opportunities for improving their efficiency. This work hopes to be a first step toward further understanding 

this important issue. 
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